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About Item

1. 220-watt power:With a maximum power output of 220 watts peak power/ 110 watts RMS,
this horn driver is designed for high-powered audio projection, allowing you to enjoy your
favorite tracks and voice at any volume with a touch of style!

2. 2 Hz 20KHz Frequency Response:Boasting a frequency response of 2Hz- 20KHz, this
compression horn driver is a perfect addition to your current sound system. It will complete
setup for full-range stereo sound reproduction, and its compression driver with pole
universal tapping inclusive head (18 T.P.I.) threads make it easy to install.

3. High output & low distortion:The 5 Core horn compression driver is a newly improved
compact driver that delivers high output and low distortion vocal reproduction, covering a
range all the way down to 2Hz! This ensures that your music sounds clear and accurate with
no unwanted distortion.

4. Y-30 Approved Ferrite Magnets:The Y-30 approved ferrite magnet provides crisp and most
accurate highs possible with integrated modern technology. The heavy-duty housing of the
compression driver provides a strong foundation and makes it easy to install to your sound
system.

5. Solid structure: The 5 Core compression horn driver is built to last with a solid structure that
features a high-temperature resistant voice coil, giving you more confidence to play your
audio for a prolonged time. Its new and improved design ensures longevity and reliability.

Product Description

Experience the ultimate sound quality with our high-performance audio projection
system. Boasting a maximum power output of 220 watts peak power/ 110 watts RMS,
you can immerse yourself in your favorite tracks and feel every note. The 5 Core
compression horn driver is a newly improved compact driver that delivers high output
and low distortion vocal reproduction, ensuring that your music sounds crystal clear
and accurate.

With a frequency response of 2 Hz- 20KHz, this horn driver completes your current
sound system for full-range stereo sound reproduction. It's easy to install and built to
last with a solid structure, high-temperature resistant voice coil, and Y-30 Approved
Ferrite Magnet. Get ready to elevate your driving experience with the best audio system
on the market.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority with a proven track record of delivering
the highest quality product since 1984.



Features

Excellent Audio Weatherproof Efficient Versatile

Engineered and
designed by a
highly professional
R&D team. This is
one of a kind audio
tweeter with a
proven record of
delivering fantastic
results.

16 OHMS
high-efficiency
compression horn
driver that can
withstand the force of
nature effectively.
Ideal for outdoor and
indoor applications.

This audio tweeter
doesn't draw much
power from your
audio receivers or
amplifier. This
ensures your audio
equipment's
longevity.

The horn driver unit is
compact in size. Thus
it does not take a lot of
space to install. You
can use it as a public
PA system, add it to
your home studio, use
it as a broadcasting
speaker in the office,
etc.

Product specification:

● RMS- 110W
● PMPO- 220W
● Impedance- 8 ohm
● Frequency- 2Hz -20KHz
● Sensitivity 105DB/W/M
● ABS plastic cover of Compression Driver

Package information:

● 1x Compression horn driver

Usages

It can be used as an emergency siren system.

Audio Tweeters are an ideal choice for sound reinforcement.

Horn Driver Units are commonly used in public address systems.

The outdoor PA systems use horn driver units to project sound over a large area.



Horn driver units are used in industrial settings for alarm, signaling, or other notification
purposes.

Benefits of products

The Horn driver unit can improve voice projection.

The 5 Core audio tweeter units provide increased coverage.

Horn Driver Unit provides high output and powerful sound projection.

Well suited to use for large outdoor spaces & public address systems.

The audio tweeter units produce directional sound, making them more intelligible.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Durable and Sturdy design.

The audio tweeter is easy to install.

Horn driver units have a long lifespan.

Powerful PA system for loud and clear sound.

Compatible with a diverse range of audio equipment.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.



We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Durable Yes No

Powerful Yes No

Best Deal Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.



Q&A

Question:Is the audio Tweeter waterproof?

Answer:Yes, the audio Tweeter is waterproof.

Question:Can I add Horn Driver Unit to my old amplifier?

Answer: Yes, you can.

Question:What is the audio Tweeter body made off?

Answer:Audio Tweeter body is made of heavy-duty metal.

Question:What is power delivery?

Answer:The power delivery is 220W PMPO.

Question:Can I use this outside my home?

Answer:Yes, you can.


